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Specializing in Precision Engraved Brass & Copper Wax Seals & Embossers
Who is Made to Order Stamp & Seal?

We are specialists in Custom Embossers, Wax Seals, Signs, Name Badges and High Quality Marking products using patented and proprietary technology.

Offering same day or one day service in most cases allowing the fastest turn around time and quality setting industry standards.

Located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, U.S.A.

Open 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Mountain Standard Time, Monday through Friday.

If you have any questions or need to place an order, you can reach us at 800.606.9655, or by emailing your request to SealKing1@hotmail.com
ARTWORK SERVICES

Custom Artwork Embossers, Our Specialty!

We are able to produce the finest detail and best Custom Artwork Seals anywhere! Simply provide us with clean camera ready black and white artwork and we will expertly set it into a beautiful Custom Seal design.

Shown are a few samples of custom seals we have done in the past.

NEW! Custom Artwork Services turn a no into a YES!

We can build or redraw poor quality artwork files and turn your project into useable art for Custom Artwork Embossers, Wax Seals, Rubber Stamps, Engraving, or Electronic Files.

CNC Machined Brass Dies

Introducing SealKing™ Brass Dies. From basic designs to extreme detail, we can custom engrave your artwork or logo into a beautiful embosser. Brass dies are used for durability and the ability to hold a fine line.

Brass Die Impression  Duralon Die Impression

• Perfect when you require a metal die
• Because it takes much longer to make a custom brass die, we ask for two working days for production
Shown below are our Customizable layouts.
Choose any wording or initials to make one of these your own.
Designer Layouts

Return Address / Stationery Layouts
We can now provide an electronic copy of your finished embosser image. This can be emailed directly to you. Convenient for electronic documents.

Available in .tif, .jpg, or .pdf formats.

Electronic Files for Standard Notary, Corporate, Engineer, Architect & Custom Art Seals

We can now provide an electronic copy of your finished embosser image. This can be emailed direct to you. Convenient for electronic documents. Available in .tif, .jpg, or .pdf formats.

Standard Notary, Corporate, Engineer & Architect Seals

We can provide you with any Notary, Corporate, Engineer and Architect Seal for any State in the U.S.A.!

Below are a few examples of commonly used seals. Available in 1\%"", 1\%\%" and 2" Seals available for all 50 States!

Models Available

- Deluxe Pocket Seal
- Jr. Seal Press
- Deluxe Standard Desk Seal Press
- Long Reach Regulation Desk Seal Press
- Cast Desk Seal Press
- Extra Heavy Duty Long Reach Desk Model Seal Press
- Milcast Cast Iron Desk Press
- Antique Cast Iron Desk Presses (while supplies last!)
Stock Icon Selections

Jazz up your Letters, Certificates and Packaging. Combine any one of our stock icons with any Designer Embosser Layout or Wax Seal. Shown below are some examples.
PREMIUM DESIGNER STAMPS

Our Original, Most Versatile Stamp.

- Real Red Rubber Dies, Laser Cut
- Eco-Friendly all Wood Mounts and Handles
- Bamboo Available! A MTO Exclusive
- Can be Designed and Manufactured to any size

Stamp Pads available. Choose from Black, Blue, Red, Green and Purple.

Also Available: The 4141

- Square or Round Impression up to 1 5/8” x 1 5/8”
- Made of P.E.T. Water Bottle Recycled Plastic
- Twice the number of impressions of Standard Self-Inkers

Refill Ink Available in Black, Blue, Red, Green and Purple.
SealKing™ Premium SoftGrip Pocket Seal

Our SealKing™ Deluxe Pocket Seals are the finest in the industry!

- Heavy Duty Frame, Precision Parts for Reliable Impressions
- Comfortable, "No Slip" Rubber Handle Grips
- Sliding-Lock Mechanism for Easy Storage & Portability
- Converts to Desk Model with Walnut Block Accessory
- Great for Notaries!

Comes with a Deluxe Padded Case.
Frame Colors: Matte Black with Black Rubber Grip

***Available in Junior Model***

SealKing™ Deluxe Pocket Seal

Our SealKing™ Deluxe Pocket Seals are the finest in the industry!

- Standard Duty Frame, Precision Parts for Reliable Impressions
- Attractive Matte Black & Chrome Hand-Held Frame
- Sliding-Lock Mechanism for Easy Storage & Portability
- Converts to Desk Model with Walnut Block Accessory
- Great for Notaries!

Comes with a Deluxe Padded Case.
Frame Colors: Matte Black with Chrome Grips

SealKing™ Cobra Premium Pocket Seal

No other embosser looks like it or works like it!

- Contoured Ergonomic Frame & Handle
- Needs Less Grip Force Than Other Hand-Held Models
- Easy-To-Engage Loop For Storage and Portability
- Frame Colors: Black with a Red grip.

SealKing™ Deluxe Golden Pocket Seal

High Polished Brass Plated Handle and Insert.

- Same Quality & Precision as Other Models
- Gorgeous High-Polish Brass-Plated Handle & Clip Insert
- Converts to Desk Model with Walnut Block Accessory
- Fantastic Gift Embosser

Comes with a Deluxe Padded Case.
Frame Colors: Matte Black, Brass Plated Handle and Insert.

Reach: 1½" from center of impression
Recommended for 20-24# Paper

Reach: 1½" from center of impression
Recommended for 20-24# Paper
**Premium SealKing™ Standard Desk Press**

Durable and Easy to Use!

- Sturdy Steel Frame, Precision Parts for Durability & Reliable Impressions
- Easier To Make Impressions than Hand-Held Models
- Sliding-Lock Mechanism for Convenient Handling & Storage

Frame Colors: Black with Chrome Handle.

---

**Premium Golden SealKing™ Standard Desk Press**

Our Premium Golden SealKing™ Standard Desk Press is easy to use and looks great too!

- Sturdy Steel Frame, Precision Parts for Durability & Reliable Impressions
- Brass-Plated Handle & Clip Insert
- Sliding-Lock Mechanism
- Wonderful Gift for Book Lovers

Frame Colors: Matte Black and High-Polished Plated Brass Handle and Insert.

---

**The SealKing™ Cast Desk Seal Press**

Elegant and precision made.

- Perfect Gift for Executives, Notaries or That Person Who Has Everything
- Brass-Plated Model Featured on Cover Photo

Frame Colors: Chrome, Matte Black, Gold

---

**The Mark Master™ Modern Style Desk Press**

This very stylish seal press gives you a terrific impression in a new attractive package that looks great in any work place.

- Handle Collapses Down Into Unit To Save Space
- Only Unit Featuring Impression Label on Top of Embosser
- Unique “Roll In” Design Allowing for Extended Reach

Frame Color: Black with Black/Gold Colored Label of Your Impression.
The SealKing™ Cast Iron Desk Press is a Blast from the Past and Made to Last!

- **Long Reach Neck Allowing for Longer Paper Reach**
- **Solid Casting, Two Piece Construction Makes a Great Choice for Heavier Paper Stocks**

Frame Color: Black with gold trim.

Includes CNC Machined Brass Die

Reach: 3" from center of impression Designed for 20-100# stocks

SealKing™ Heavy Duty Long Reach Desk Press

Heavy Duty Construction for High Volume Use.

- **Reinforced High Strength Steel Frame**
- **Ideal for Government Offices, Schools & Universities**

Frame Colors: Black with Chrome Handle/Cushion Grip

SealKing™ Medium Duty Long Reach Desk Press

An Upgrade from the Standard Desk Press.

- **Sturdy Steel Frame**
- **Ideal for Government Offices, Schools & Universities**

Frame Colors: Black with Chrome Handle.

SealKing™ Extra Heavy Duty Long Reach Desk Press

Simply the Best, Most Durable and Easy to Use Heavy Duty Press on the Market!

- **Dual Lever System for Near-Effortless Impressions on Heavier Paper Stocks**
- **Longest Reach of All Embossers; Can Make Impressions in the Center of Letter Size Paper**
- **Ideal for Photo Proofs, Invitations, or Extra Long Reach Impressions**

Frame Colors: Black with Chrome Handle.

SealKing™ Genuine Cast Iron Desk Press

The SealKing™ Cast Iron Desk Press is a Blast from the Past and Made to Last!

- **Long Reach Neck Allowing for Longer Paper Reach**
- **Solid Casting, Two Piece Construction Makes a Great Choice for Heavier Paper Stocks**

Frame Color: Black with gold trim.

Includes CNC Machined Brass Die

Reach: 3" from center of impression Designed for 20-100# stocks
**PerfectSeal™ Motorized SMART System**

Provides a “No Struggle, No Strain” operation.

- Accepts Hand-Held Die Holders Up To 2” Diameter
- Quiet Motorized Operation
- Light Duty Unit

Includes One Year / 20,000 Impressions Limited Warranty.

**PerfectSeal™ Heavy Duty Standard Reach**

Designed for the High Volume User.

- Allows Impressions Up To 2 3/8” from Edge of Paper
- Die Sizes from 1 5/8” to 2”
- Includes Brass Die & Alloy Counter Die Ensuring Long Life & Excellent Impression Detail

Includes Two Year / 200,000 Impressions Limited Warranty.

**PerfectSeal™ Heavy Duty Long Reach**

Almost 5” Impression Reach!

- Die Sizes from 1 5/8” to 2”
- Includes Brass Die & Alloy Counter Die Ensuring Long Life & Excellent Impression Detail

Includes Two Year / 200,000 Impressions Limited Warranty.

Looking for that special something that No One Else Has?
We have a wide selection of *Antique Cast Iron Embossers.*

Offered in 3 Price Levels While Supplies Last. Please call for availability.

**Antique “A”**
- Classic, Attractive Model
- Limited Offering
- Includes Brass Die Up To 2” Diameter for High Detail Impressions

**Antique “B”**
- Elegant, Larger Classic Embosser
- Limited Offering
- Variety of Features Including Inlays & Raised Painted Designs
- Each Model is Unique
- Includes Brass Die Up To 2” Diameter for High Detail Impressions

**Antique “C”**
- Largest, Most Exquisite and Rarest of Antique Embossers
- Many Have Remarkable “Lions Head” Design (as shown)
- Includes Brass Die Up To 2” Diameter for High Detail Impressions
- The Centerpiece of Any Desk or Table

* Models and sizes may vary. All antique embossers have aged patina which includes scratches, surface rust and normal wear.
EMBOSSER ACCESSORIES

OASIS BRAND™ SEAL INKERS

Inks imprinted images up to 2" in diameter*. Uses standard water based ink. Great for images that need to be faxed or photo copied. Re-inkable and Adjustable.

* Ink Shields recommended for use with this inker to protect important documents.

Impression Colors

- Black
- Red
- Blue
- Purple

SEALKING™ INK SHIELDS™

Ink only your imprinted image. Protect your documents from excess ink marks left outside impression area when marking with any seal inker.

Available in 1 5/8" or 2".

In books of 40

1. Emboss your document
2. Remove Ink Shield™ from the booklet
3. Place Ink Shield™ over impression
4. Ink with your seal inker
5. Remove right away to avoid bleeding
6. Present your document with a clear impression and no mess

PREMIUM FOIL EMBossING LABELS

Our foil embossing labels are the only labels to use for perfect impressions every time.

Real foil (not colored stickers) that outperforms all others!

Just emboss, moisten and apply to certificates or important papers. SealKing™ certified so use with confidence.

In 1 15/16" or 2 3/16" diameter.

Boxes of 40 available in Matte Gold, Bright Gold, Bright Blue, Matte Silver and Bright Silver.
We can create a Genuine Wax Seal with any artwork or design. Simply provide us with clean camera ready black and white artwork and we will expertly set it into a beautiful Custom Seal design.

• Die sizes, shapes and materials available:
  Solid Brass, Solid Copper or Stone. The largest selection of Wax Seals in the World!

Brass
Sizes Available:

- ¾” • 1” • 1¼” • 1½”
- 1⅛” • 2” • 2¼” Round

Copper
Sizes Available:

- ¾” • 1” • 1¼” • 1½” Round
- 1” Square
- ¾” x 1” • 1” x 1½” Oval

Marble
Sizes Available:

- 1” • 1¼” • 1½” Round
- 1½” x 1½” Square
- ¾” x 1¼” Oval

• Handle choices:

Hard Wood Maple & American Walnut
Reclaimed American Walnut Series
High Polished Marble & Fossil
Solid Copper Industrial Line

*Custom milled with unique characteristics. Limited offering.
**Wax Seals Options**

**Why Copper, Brass or Stone?**

**Copper** conducts heat rapidly and can be cooled quicker than Brass when faster production is required. Holds a fine line when engraved and has a very attractive verdigris color. Available in a High Polished or Antiqued Finish. Copper dies are a Made To Order Exclusive!

**Brass** which is a mixture of Copper and Zinc is a traditional choice. Cools well and holds a fine line. Heavier than Copper.

**Stone** seals have been used for thousands of years in old world settings. We have taken an ancient craft and given it a modern spin. Laser etched and made of genuine Marble. Stone has excellent cooling properties and creates great detail when using bolder artwork.

---

**Wax Seal Layouts**

**Monogram Suggestions for Wax Seals & Embossers**

Also choose from our Designer Layouts shown on pages 3-6.

- Anglo Old English
- Bodoni
- Brooklyn 1
- Chiseled 1
- Chiseled 2
- Chiseled 3
- French Script
- Brooklyn 2
- Linus
- Huxley
- Empire 1
- Empire 2
- Champagne
- Shelley Allegro
- Engravers Old English
- Style M-18
- Style M-25
- Style M-34

**Stock Artwork Design Samples**

Also available with one of over 100 Stock Icons, shown on page 7.

**Custom Artwork Samples**

Select examples of customer wax seal projects.

If you do not have black and white art please send us what you’ve got. Fast, professional redraw services available!!
Wax Sticks

SealKing™ premium custom blended wax sticks are designed for ease of use in a standard size glue gun or can be melted with other traditional methods. Flexible; the wax does not crack or fall off of your delicate projects.

Wax Seal Accessories

There are many ways to melt the wax for your wax impressions. We highly recommend a standard size glue gun with an adjustable heat setting. This will hold our premium blended wax without over heating. By maintaining a steady temperature it makes high volume jobs a snap. Heats evenly and less mess!

Our SealKing™ Non-Stick pads come pre-coated with a light releasing oil. This will help insure that your wax will not stick in your wax seal, and it’s a great accessory for anyone who wants great presses every time.

A SealKing™ exclusive Brass Cooling Disk is made to provide strong even cooling in between presses with your SealKing™ wax seal. Having a cooling disk is essential in insuring even distribution of your wax for a truly beautiful impression. Use of cold beverage can helps retain temperature.
This example shows how we lay out our lines in our circular format. Line 5 can be text or stock icon, or your custom image.

**Style Number or Icon/Logo**

☐ CAPS  ☐ Upper/Lower

|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|

**Accessories:**

- E-File: Jpeg______ Foils: Color______
- Tif______ Size______ Additional Ink______
- Pdf______ Quantity______ Ink Pad if RS______
- Additional Ink______ Ink Shields: Size______
- Color______ Quantity______ Non-Stick Pad______

**Paper Stock:**

- 20-24# Copy Paper  ☐
- Resumé Stock  ☐
- Parchment/Light Card Stock  ☐
- Business Card Stock  ☐
- Other________

**Model:**

- Hand Held Shiny  ☐
- Cobra  ☐
- Seal King Standard Desk  ☐
- Medium Duty  ☐
- Heavy Duty  ☐
- Extra Heavy Duty Long Reach  ☐
- Other________
- Brass  ☐

**Size:**

- 1-5/8” dia.  ☐
- 1-3/4” dia.  ☐
- 2” dia.  ☐
- 2-1/4” dia.  ☐
- 1” x 2”  ☐
- Other________

**Orientation:**

- Top Page  ☐
- Bottom Page/Envelope Flap  ☐
- Left Page  ☐
- Right Page  ☐
- Other________
**WAX SEAL ORDER FORM**

**To:** Made to Order
Stamp • Seal • Sign • Print
6717 Lomas Blvd. NE • Albuquerque, NM
Phone: 505.255.9655 • 800.606.9655
Fax: 505.255.9576 • 800.854.0729
CustomEmbossPro.com
SealKing1@hotmail.com

**Brass:**  
☐ 3/4” □ 3/4”  
☐ 1” □ 1”  
☐ 1-1/4” □ 1-1/4”  
☐ 1-1/2” □ 1-1/2”  
☐ 1-5/8” □ 1” sq.  
☐ 2” □ 1” oval  
☐ 2-1/4” □ 1-1/2” oval  
☐ 1” sq.

**Copper:**  
☐ □ Antique Finish □ Polished Finish

**Marble:**  
☐ 1” □ 1-1/4” □ 1-1/2” □ 1-1/8” sq □ 1” oval □ 1-1/2” sq

**Style Number or Icon/Logo**

---

**Top Line/First Initial:** ____________________________

**Middle Line/Initial:** ____________________________

**Bottom Line/Last Initial:** ____________________________

**Accessories:**
- Cooling Disk: Quantity_____  
- Non Stick Pad: Quantity_____  
- Glue Gun: Quantity_____  

**Wax Sticks:**
- Color________________ Quantity_____
- Color________________ Quantity_____
- Color________________ Quantity_____

**Proof** □ Yes □ No *(charges may apply)*